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Neue evangelistische Übersetzung (NeÜ), (=New Evangelical Translation), a translation of the bible into modern
German (bibel.heute=bible.today)

Terms of the contract for the distribution of my translation
A permit can only be granted for digital non-physical versions. The Christliche
Verlagsgesellschaft Dillenburg has the rights for all versions on physical mediums
(paper, CD, DVD, flash drive or the like) and they need to be requested there. See my
homepage: https://www.derbibelvertrauen.de/ueber-den-autor/copyright.html.
1. The provided bible text must not be changed. The version number (date processed)
for year and month must be mentioned.
2. The module must contain the headings, footnotes and introductions (this does not apply to audio data
and separate agreements with me).
3. The introduction which contains the principles of the translation must be mentioned in the finished
module (see also my homepage).
4. The newly made and formatted module can be offered for download. It must not be included in a paid
program.
5. The publisher must mention the copyright and my homepage on the module or on the website where
it is offered.
6. For the production of a new module you need to use my latest version. It can be found at
https://www.derbibelvertrauen.de/ or I can provide EPUB (= zipped XML-File), ONT-File, HTML-texts or
WORD-documents.
7. When being converted, the breaks within individual verses must be observed. (2 Chronicles 10:16 or
many Psalms.)
8. You must not use the NeÜ text from another source for homepages, programs or applications without
having my explicit approval.
9. I expect you to let me know when the module is finished and I would like to publish the link to the
module on my homepage.

Gefell, April 29, 2017
If you agree, please sign the contract and send it back to me so that I can provide the requested module
for you.
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